Image interpretation using rigid models is well established [ 11. However, in many practical situations objects of the same class are not identical and rigid models are inappro riate. This is particularly true in medical applications'tut many industrial applications also involve assemblies with movin parts, or com nents whose appearance can vary. fn such cases L b l e models, or deformable templates, can be used to allow for some degree of variability in the shape of the imaged objects.
1: Introduction
Image interpretation using rigid models is well established [ 11. However, in many practical situations objects of the same class are not identical and rigid models are inappro riate. This is particularly true in medical applications'tut many industrial applications also involve assemblies with movin parts, or com nents whose appearance can vary. fn such cases L b l e models, or deformable templates, can be used to allow for some degree of variability in the shape of the imaged objects.
TS [2, 3] we have shown how one can build models o m s h a p e of deformable objects, and described a local search technique whch allows initial estimates of the e and shape meters tobe iteratively refmed. We g e also d e s c r i E how these methods can be combined with Genetic Algorithm search to achieve fully automatic image interpretation [4, 5] . The shape models rely on representin objects by sets of labelled points; each point is laceif on a particular part of the object. By examining t\e statistics of the positions of the labelled ints a 'Point Distniution Model' is derived. The m x g i v e s the average positions of the has a number of parameters which controcpky: modes of variation found in the training set. Given such a model and an image containing an example of the object modelled, interpretation involves choosing values for each of the parameters so as to best fit the model to the image. We previously described a technique which allows an initlal guess for the best shape, orientation, scale and position to be refined by comparing the h thesised model example with image deform the shape [3] . The In this paper we consolidate and extend out previous work, showing how it is possible to model the grey levels expected at each point of the sha e model, and how this can be used in Active Shape Mofel search. Our results demonstrate that the combination of the method for constructing shape models with the active m a t c h q technique provides a systematic and effective way of interpretm com lex images, and that the addition of grey-lev3 m&ls gives an improvement in performance when compared to the earlier methods.
1.1: The problem to be addressed
In this paper we will on1 be considering the problem of attem ting to fit a 2 4 3 model to new but similar images OF similar objects. Sup se we have a set of images containing examples of a t E d l e object whiFh we wish to model, for instance a person's face. We nnsh to model the variation in shape of the face, and to fit such a shape model to a new ima e. We have chosen the face as an exam le as it is clearfj flexible and complex, but the metho& can be a lied to problems in both industrial and medical field?
: Point Distribution Models
In 21 we describe how to build flexible shape models calle d[ Point Distribution Models. These are generated from examples of sha es, where each shape is represented by a set of labeied points. A given point corresponds to a particular location on each shape or object to be modelled. The example shapes are all ali ned mto a standard co-ordinate frame, and a princi compo- ;l k is the variance of parameter bk in the original training set.
for some given & (typically 2.5 -3.0), then the shape generated by (1) will be similar to those given in the original training set. By choosin a set of shape parameters b for a Point Distribution &del, we defme the shape of a model object in an object centred co-ordinate frame. We can then create an instance, X, of the model in the image frame by defining the position, orientation and scale: 
Modelling grey level appearance
We wish to use our models for locating examples of (objects in new images. For this purpose, not only shape, lbut also rey-level appearance 1s important. We a m u n t for this & m i n i n g the statistics of the grey levels in regions around each of the labelled model pomts. Since a given point corresponds to a particular part of the object, the grey-level patterns about thatgoint in y e s ;of different examples will often be s h ar. The ab ity of a system to locate model points-in images should improved by incorporating each pomt's grey-level enwironment into the model. We need to associate an orientation with each point of our shape model in order to align the region correctly. A convenient way to do this is to define an orientation with respect to nearby model points. For instance, if the points lie along a boundary, we can choose to align the region with the normal to the boundary.
Although in general we can consider a region of any shape around each point, we will concentrate on one-dimensional profiles normal to curves passing through each point.
For every point i in each image,j, we can extract a profile, q', of Len th n ixels, centred at the point. We choose to sampfe thg Berivative of the grey levels along the profile in the image and normalise. This ves invariance to uniform scalmg of the grey levels anfthe addition of a constant.
If the profile runs from p s m to p d and is of length np pixels, the kth element of the derivative profile is
where Yk is the kh point along the profile :
and f(yk) is the erey level in image j at that point. We then normallse this profile, In thls section we descriie an iterative method for refining hypotheses so as to @e a better match of the model example to the object m the image. The approach is as follows : i) Examine a region of the image around each point to calculate the displacement of the point required to move it to a better location.
ii) From these proposed displacements calculate adjustments to the se and scale and to the shape parameters of the%int Distniution Model. iii)Update the model parameters; by enforcing limits on the sha parameters, lobal shape constramtscan be applieEmring the sfa e of the model instance remains similar to those orthe training set. The procedure is repeated until no significant changes result.
5.1: Calculating A Suggested Movement For Each Model Point
Given an initial estimate of the positions of a set of model points which we are attempting to fit to an image ob'ect we need to estimate a set of adjustments which wll lmoveeachpoint towardabetterposition. In thecase in which the model points represent the boundary of an object (Figure 2 ) the r uired adjustments will move them toward the edges2 the image object. If we have profile models for each point, the search involves findmg n e a q regions which best match the profile models. At a particular model point we extract a derivative profile, g, from the current image of some length, 1 ( > n ) centred at the point and aligned parallel to the onen&-tion we have defined at that point (for instance, normal to the boundary). We then run the profile model along this sampled profile and find the point at which the model best matches. f,xd) =
Fd of p o p e model to

Sd@(d)-a
(10) where S , is a diagonal matrix whose leading diagonal is formed from the elements of g , , .
In both cases the value offpfdecreases as the fit improves. The pobt of best fit 1s thus the point at which f ld u&ose isammunume d h t is the distance don8 the sampled profile from the model point to the mt of best fit. We choose a displacement for the m g p o i n t of dX which is parallel to the profile, in the direction of the point of best fit, with magnitude ldXl -0 ifld-1 S 6
For some 6 and d-(We use 6 = 0.5 pixels, dm = 8 pixels in the following experiments).
to the position of each point can then be derived from the gradient of the potential image at the current estimate of the point's position.
5.2: Calculating the adjustments to the pose and shape parameters
A set of adjustments can be calculated, one for each point of the shape. We denote such a set as a vector&;
Suppose the current estimate of the model is centred at (Xc,Yc) with orientation 8 and scales. We aim to adust the pose and shape parameters to move the points as close to the suggested new locations d+ dx) 8s can be arranged whilst still satisfymg the shape constraints of the model. We calculate the pose adjustment by fmding the transform (d& , dy,), d€J , (I + dr) which best maps the current set of points, X, onto the set of given b y p + dx). This can be done by a w e i g h t e g z squares it [2,3].
Having adjusted the pose variables there remain residual ad ustments which can only be satisfied by deforming the shape of the model. We wish to calculate the adjustments, dx, to the original model ints in the local co-ordinate frame r uired to cause t E scaled, rotated and translated p o i n t 3 to move by dX when combined with the new scale, rotation and translation parameters. dx = (dX0, n o , . .. , dXn-l, n,$ 1 rom their current locations, X, in the ima e frame to be
In [3] we show that
?b calculate the adjustments to the shape parameters, db, required to move the points by dx we solve (pwm = (Pwsp)db (13) where W, is a diagonal matrix of weights, one for This is a set of t linear equations in the t variables of db, and can be solved using standard matrix algebra.
We have found a useful weighting scheme to be In the special case in which all weights are set to unity, each m-ordinate of each point. 
5.3: Updating the Pose and Shape Parameters
The equations above allow us to calculate changes to the pose variables, dx,, dy,, dB and& and adjustments to the shape parameters db re uired to improve the match between an object mode? and image evidence. When we apply these to update the parameters in an iterative scheme we can ensure that the model only deforms into shapes consistent with the training set by placing limits on the values of bk. As mentioned above, a shape can be considered acceptable if the Mahalanobis distance I&, is less than a suitable constant, D-, for in- 
6: Examples of ASMs in Action
' Ib date we have implemented the above techniques using the simpler gre level profile models (mean and standard deviation on&). We present some examples of using the flexible models in image search.
6.1: Face Images
Having built the face shape model (Section 3) we collected profiles of length 7 pixels for each of the 169 points of the model from each of our small sample set of 11 images. From these we calculated 169 profile models. Figure 3 shows a new image of the same person taken several weeks after the t m i n g set, with a different background. The initial estimate of the model point positions is overlayed. This was obtained by choosing a set of pose parameters and setting all the shape parameters to zero (correspondin$ to the mean model shape . In practice such an initla1 estimate can be obtaine d from cues or a @bal search [5]. Figure 4 shows the model after 100 iterations of the Active Shape Model. As can be seen, a good fit was obtained to most features except the outer edges of the hair, which had grown since the trainin images were taken. In this exam le the weights usef durin the calculation of pose and sRape adjustment were cakulated using (14). The profiles sampled from the new image at each mt were of len th 30 pixels. Each iteration took about Eseconds on a !?un Sparc 2 workstation. When the the same experiment was run using no weightings a sligbtly result was obtained, but each iteration took only onds. Figure 6 shows an image of a car brake assembly overlayed with a model used to locate its components. The model contains 308 ints and has 14 degrees 6f freedom representin the recive m o t h s of the components of the assembk. The model's position has Men found using a coarse exhaustive search of the first two shape parameters followed by 12 iterations of an ASM.
6.2: Industrial Inspection
7: Improvements Given by Grey-Profiles
In previous work [3] we described ASMs which moved their model points towards strong edges in the image. We wished to assess what improvements are gained using the more detailed grey-level profile models.
do this we took a set of face " g e s with know labelled points and ran ASMs starting at a set of systematically displaced positions. We measured the mean distance of the model points from the known image pints after each iteration for ASMs using grey-level profilesand for
ASMs whose ints were attracted to strong nearby edges. overall result. The ey-level profiles give better results as they are less likef to be confused by noise or clutter than simply searching for strong edges.
8: Conclusions
The methods we describe allow us to take a set of exam le im es of one or more objects whose shape can vary, guild Z e x i b l e shape model and use that.mc!del to locate new examples in new images given an mitlal approximate location. Now that the programs are in place the majority of the effort goes into capturing the example images and marking labelled points on each of them.
Profile models are able to represent the grey level environment around each point, reducing the deleterious effects of clutter and noise during ima search. Results can be further improved by using s u i s tive &ape Models.
The models can represent the varying shapes of a wide variety of different objects in both mdustrial and medical applications. The techniques have great potential for use in many image analysls domains.
